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Editorial

Dear Readers,

This time I have a rather critical editorial but I do hope
you read it carefully.

Reading the minutes of the AGM on page 28 and further
I was surprised to see that someone had to ask if the
ICA had a facebook page. Nobody seemed to have read my editor’s report
in CW 473 (page 45), written specifically for the AGM. The same goes for
the other reports published on pages 44-46 of CW 473. I regret that this is
the case because one misses out on things that are then discussed in the
meeting without full background information.

In the minutes there was proposed a resolution but the constitution has
rules for that and they were mentioned on page 43 of CW 473. In this case
the proposal was that the ICA will ask members to inform the ICA if one
would like to receive Concertina World by email as well as by post for a trial
period. The last years there has been a discussion within the committee of
sending out CW as a pdf. As editor I am against it but I have suggested that
we look for and appoint a special editor for a digital newsletter. Via
Facebook and the ICA website items are already being published digitally.
Please read my report in CW 473 and possibly also my report in CW 469
(page 41) and if you prefer a digital version of CW send an email to
editorCW@concertina.org. But also mail me if you prefer the magazine to
stay the way it is or any other suggestions. You will always receive a reply
from me and the result will be in next Concertina World 475.

Do keep sending me reports and photos of events you have been to. Your
help in locating information is very much appreciated and if anyone else is
interested in becoming a reporter or interviewer, maybe reviewing cds and
books.....do contact me.

Very important: Have a good summer and keep squeezing

Pauline

        Next deadline is 15 August 2018
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 16
For full colour, live action: Go to the ICA web
site where Michel van der Meiren, our ace
Webmaster, has turned the hyperlinks into a
stunning TV-like  slideshow. Excellent work -
Michel.

Curated by Paul Walker

Prof. MacCann - A Frangesa March (Concertina Solo, 1901. The
first successful design for a Duet concertina was patented in 1884
by a young performer, "Professor" John Hill MacCann, who is most
likely the person playing here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6_QrTseuFU

EGB Zondie & Sindane - Ntombi Suka S'Hambe (Let's Go Away
Sweetheart) ; The crossover between traditional African music and
traditional Afrikaner music is not hard to find, as many examples
exist of (especially) Kwela music which were readily adopted by Bo-
eremusiek bands. However, finding examples of African tunes influ-
enced by Boeremusiek is much harder to find, mainly due to the
uneven ramifications caused by Apartheid in South Africa. Here is
one. Enjoy! (thanks to Jan Tak)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLALFMut390

Boermusiek- Uncredited. Little tribute to Afrikaner tradisonel music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwgdUeqRhpU&list=PL8813D9
85A5F6710C

Dympna O'Sullivan and Danny O'Mahony playing during feakle
festival 2011.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAuq06RaiSo

Jon Boden & the Remnant Kings - Hounds of Love. Shrewsbury
Folk Festival 2012. And it appears the ubiquitous Rob Harbron has
got all the band playing concertinas!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rwM6kc7zYrs
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Alfonsina y el Mar (Ariel Ramirez)- played on Hayden duet concer-
tina
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fArpHNN6cLQ

Boeremusiek - Hengelaarswals [Anglers Waltz]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aR-a9WA_PZA

Peter Bellamy – Nostradamus- Achingly beautiful cover by Peter of
Al Stewart's "Nostradamus".
‘In the east the wind is blowing the boats across the sea
And their sails will fill the morning and their cries ring out to me
Oh, the more it changes, the more it stays the same
And the hand just re-arranges the players in the game’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LfyGoWcZ_s

From "Anglo Concertina in the Harmonic Style" by Gary Coover,
p.100, this Academy Award winner was written by Harold Allen and
Yip Harburg for the 1939 film classic "The Wizard of Oz". Astute
listeners will notice a little tribute to Eva Cassidy's amazing version
of this song.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k75jGOO-JlU

Harlem Nocturne played expressively on the English Concertina by
Randy Stein.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzQ7j_UCgZQ

Tango on Alto-Aeola ( Concertina ) played on a converted tenor-
treble Aeola playing 5 notes down with normal treble fingering...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUISk2Qx7rA

Steve Wilson San Francisco Bay Blues with some help from a danc-
ing friend (a doll)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIch3lDVzC0

Michael Pierceall- Jazz Concertina - A Nightingale Sang. Classy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8snrpL3laso

Ciaran FitzGerald plays two reels on the concertina learned from
Micheal O Raghallaigh and Timmy Collins - Master Crowley's and
Paddy Fahy's. He came 2nd on the Concertina under 12 at the All
Ireland Fleadh Cheoil in Tullamore 2008. Such concentration.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvYoeVF6psw
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Before I met you  Performed by The Vox Hunters -Armand Aromin
and Benedict Gagliardi 2017 Recorded live at the Music Mansion
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5CSpE--OLm8

Readers : please share your YouTube links of concertina
players (of any genre) with the editor. There is so much good
squeezebox music for free on the Internet. <>

Central Scotland Concertina Group (CSCG)

Central Scotland Concertina Group (CSCG) has been running for
about 9 years now. To start with there were just three English
concertina learners together with one more experienced player
giving some tuition. Now there are twenty six people on the mailing
list with a wide range of playing ability and all types of concertina
represented.

The group holds monthly meetings with Christmas and summer
breaks. Geographically the members are widely scattered - from
down in the Borders to up near Perth and from the west coast to the
east - so we don't have a set meeting place but hold meetings in the
homes of those members who are able to host them.

There are from 4-10 people at a typical meeting and the host will
have sent out some suggested tunes beforehand via CSCG's
Dropbox.

Meetings run from mid-morning to early afternoon with a break for
a simple soup lunch. We play some tunes in harmony and others in
unison, with the mix depending on who's present. New members are
always very welcome whether they are experienced players or
beginners. If you are interested in coming along please email Karen
at csconcertina@gmail.com

<>
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Concertina World welcomes Dave Elliott:
well-respected UK Concertina repairer/restorer and author of
the “Concertina Maintenance Manual”
Interview by Paul Walker

PW: Well Dave many tunes have flowed from our squeezeboxes
since we first met at the Yorkshire Concertina Club in Otley?

DE: Many tunes from yourself, my own modest efforts don’t really
count, too much time repairing and not enough playing, but the up
side is that I get to play some super instruments, just testing them
of course.

PW: I remember you bringing along a much valued family heirloom
- a miniature concertina belonging to was it your uncle?

DE: That is true, unfortunately the bellows have now rotted through
and I am in process of having new bellows made for it, 8-fold
bellows on a 2.5 inch (64mm frame). Bit like a lung transplant on a
caterpillar. Great Uncle Harry was badly wounded in the first world
war, he and his wife were never able to have children, although they
loved the little ones. Harry used to carry this ‘tina in a coat pocket
and play tunes, nursery rhymes and bird calls for the kids on the
trams as he travelled around Sheffield.

PW: How did your Concertina Maintenance Manual come to be
written?
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DE: One of Harry’s instruments was a metal ended Aeola, now my
main squeeze, when I inherited it, it was in old pitch, the bellows
were shot, it was a shambles. I was told to take the instrument to a
certain music shop for expert attention, they nearly ruined the
reeds, the bellows patches fell off within a month and they charged
me a fortune, I got my money back. I was told about Chris Algar
who sent it away for me and I got it back playing well. I thought
then that ‘tinas cannot be that difficult, I bought a low grade
Lachenal that was also a wreck and started to research and rebuild
the tina from scratch. It took nearly a year of experimentation and
advice from Steve Dickinson but I did it. Being an engineer I kept
notes as I went along. I thought that I may never get a chance to
do another.

DE: One weekend I attended a concertina weekend up in the
Yorkshire Dales, and met a youngster called Rob Harbron, he had a
problem with his tina so I sent him some notes to help fix it. The
comment was that I should put them all in a book. I did, profits to
the South Riding Folk Network to pay for music and dance lessons
for young people, and edition One was launched. Later I developed
it further and published the second edition through Dave Mallinson.

PW: I remember you saying it would help pay for your daughter to
go to Uni - but I guess the project has developed legs since then?

DE: That was edition 2, but no, that daughter never went to
university, but it did help daughter number 2 who was always
wanting stained glass materials for her specialist arts degree.

PW: I remember seeing your Tinkerman repairs outfit at
Hawkwood, Kilve and Swaledale. It must be gratifying to be so
much in demand?

DE: That idea never took off, but people did buy the book, and
through the book sales I then got known and asked to do ever more
sales and event supports etc. I support Swaledale on behalf of the
ICA.

PW: You seem to have developed a speciality for bass concertina
repair/restoration. I remember Adrian J. telling me how you'd rebuilt
his instrument from "the ashes".
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DE: Yes, big reed instruments need a different approach, or they
play like plum-puddings, all stodgy and slow. This came about
because I prefer to play big reed instruments in concertina bands, I
bought my own Baritone and a ‘G’ Bass, neither were particularly
good instruments at first. One of the problems with big reed
instruments is that they have large areas of unsupported fretting,
this is vulnerable. Another is on double action machines, the valves
are more, well just ‘more’. Adrian’s machine had a number of the
usual issues, plus a hard life as well. So ‘G’ Basses, ‘C’ Basses,
Baritones and the tenor range instruments all need a dose of extra
effort to make them sound even and as responsively as possible.

PW: So tell me about your ideas for an accreditation scheme.

DE: Before we look at any proposals, I would like to examine the
need. From time to time I see ‘recently’ serviced instruments, where
valves are fitted upside down, actions are not set up correctly,
tuning is just about near enough in the folk playing note range but
higher notes are way out of pitch. I see reeds that have been
touched up by a mini grinder (accordion style), bellows crudely
patched, and still with pads fitted that are eaten through by moth
larvae. I see keys without bushing, and pads without their ‘dots’ or
‘sempers’. The list could go on. Players are not all experts, they rely
on the repairer for advice, good materials and appropriate repair
techniques.

DE: Different repairers can do different things, one guy has
specialised in making replacement bellows, another has really good
facilities and a lot of expertise in complete re-finishing the polish on
wooden ends. I think that a player should be able to look up a
repairer, understand their facilities, know that they used appropriate
techniques and good materials. That the repairer has some form of
rating, and if they screw up then that rating is at risk. As many
sports associations, and international trade associations have an
element of governance, maintaining their association’s standards
etc. then there is an opportunity for the ICA to establish such a list:
a register of repairers with specialisms and capabilities.

DE: So - an Accreditation Scheme. On this topic my concern is
that there are a number of people who are popping up claiming to
do restoration and repair work, some have little or no experience,
some seem to not understand the basic principles of faults and fault
finding. Some do not hold to basic tuning tolerances.
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Others use the ‘book’ and think that having that and a few basic
tools is enough to set them up. The book was only ever intended to
promote self-help.

My proposal is simple, either through the ICA or perhaps CW, we set
up some form of accreditation scheme whereby we invite repairers
to register, indicate the range / depth of services they are prepared
to offer, their location, and ask them to complete a questionnaire as
a first step to gauge competence. This would ask them to declare
facilities and a bit on standards and work packages. We could also
provide a listing of registered repairers, and if they wish, on receipt
of some sort of feedback from customers operate some form of
stars system, if we get complaints they can be suspended from the
listing, but a star system would do that.

The player would be able to see who is around them
(geographically), what range of services are provided, be confident
that a repairer is reasonably set up, and see what customers think
of their workmanship.

Everyone would start at an entry level, and gain say 3 or 4 stars to
start off with, all they have to do is a good job and gain good
feedback.

Where a Dealer is using a number of repairers, the supplier would
be given a rating. If they opt out then they are not on the list and
that is that. If anyone wants to know why ‘X’ is not listed, then we
would be able to answer ‘their choice, form your own conclusions’.
You could see it as an extension of Chris Timpson’s Concertina FAQ.

PW: And recently you've been offering informed advice about
thumb strap adjustment.

DE: Just to say that I have just had a major repair on the fretting
around the thumb strap mountings on both ends of a very fine
Ebony ended Baritone. The repairs are so extensive that the
instrument is spoiled, indeed it nearly needed new end frets making.
Although, thankfully, the Barry will re-enter service as a fully
playing instrument.

In the past I have seen cracking of fret work around the thumb
strap to varying degrees when either the long structural screw has
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been replaced by a short one, the structural pillar that the long
screw passes through is missing, or the card packing discs between
the pillar and the underside of the fret work are missing. This is
always regrettable, preventable and usually repairable without too
much cosmetic consequence. This instance is caused by none of
these but by a practice often seen in band meetings where
instruments are ‘shared’.

DE: For some people, instead of adjusting strap screws (which are
not always easy) or moving straps to a smaller setting position
where no hole is present, it has become the accepted norm to pack
under the thumb strap, against the fret work with a piece of bottle
cork or pencil rubber. This pushes out the vertical piece of the
thumbstrap, away from the fretting thus shortening the strap in the
thumb loop making it tighter on the thumb. Unfortunately, this
improvised tensioning device only works because it is applying a
significant portion of the instrument’s weight and dynamic forces
from play back onto the face of the fretting. The location just
happens to be in the fretting’s most delicate position. Even worse
the forces are magnified and concentrated on only a few narrow
pieces of very old and brittle wood. The result is insidious and
initially not obvious. On the instrument in question, the worst side
had around fifteen reinforcement ‘splints’, and the other about ten.

I would urge all significant band leaders or proponents to advise/
influence those who attend your workshops or band meetings, and if
you see this habit of packing behind the thumb straps taking place,
especially on the heavier baritones or bass instruments, please
discourage the habit. Save the instruments and save the owner
money. The repair is time consuming, fiddly, and it is easy to mess
up.

PW: I think it's a really positive step that you want to pass on
advice about care of the concertina to the wider public, and out of
the good of your heart Dave. And I'm sure it's much appreciated.

DE: It is not about goodness of heart, most folk don’t think I have
one. It’s about driving up standards of playing, and therefore
standards of instrument care. Above all, as a newbie, I got caught
out, and it really upsets me that others are also being caught out.
Not that I think that anyone is deliberately setting out to rip off their
customers or mess up the instruments that they handle. Often it’s
just a case of the roads to hell are all paved with good intentions,
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repairers have to learn, or have to work to a standard, only then will
we safeguard our members and their instruments. Yes, I mean a
technical standard. It would not be difficult to set up. The ICA would
be an ideal independent umbrella organisation.

PW: It will be interesting to see if our ICA members let us know if
they would welcome an accreditation scheme for repairers and
whether we have an interested party prepared to organise it.
Thanks Dave for starting the ball rolling.

DE: My pleasure.

<>
David at work
and
Martin Henshaw
watching closely
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An Irish Miscellany
Bill Crossland

Every year sees three great summer teaching schools running
through July into early August, each with week long classes for most
traditional instruments, step dancing and singing, of which Willie’s
week, is the biggest and longest established. Held in Miltown
Malbay,  County Clare, Jul 7th to Jul 15th, commemorating the great
musician Willie Clancy, and established shortly after his death in
1973, it’s both a celebration of the music of the area with concert
and lectures, and an opportunity to take a week long series of
classes with the great and good of Irish musicians. Over 20
concertina tutors cater for all abilities and tastes, many of them
Clare based or influenced. The massive numbers of classes for all
instruments mean that teaching locations can be widely spread
around. Glorious coastlines and scenery and almost 24/7 music
opportunities are offered, but it is the biggest and busiest festival,
making local accommodation difficult to find, and access to the
sessions in the pubs and other venues a matter of good luck!
http://www.scoilsamhraidhwillieclancy.com/

The two other schools are smaller and tend to be more accessible.
Immediately following is the South Sligo Summer School in
Tubbercurry, July 15th – 21st, the second largest town in Sligo. Only
two concertina tutors are listed, Breda Shannon and Bernie
Geraghty. http://www.sssschool.org/

The Joe Mooney Summer School, Jul 21st – Jul 28th, Drumshanbo,
County Leitrim follows on with Jack Talty, Seamus O Mongáin,
Gearóid Ó Catháin, Tim Doyle, Breda Shannon, Jacinta Ní
Chonghaile listed as the tutors. Drumshanbo is a lovely little town,
with a good selection of session pubs, and the scenic attractions of
Lough Allen and the Iron Mountains to please the eye if you can tear
yourself away from the music. Lessons are around 3hrs a day,
starting about 10am, in various locations around the town, all of
them walkable. http://joemooneysummerschool.com/

Running alongside the summer schools are the usual selection of
festivals, which tend to be extended weekends (in Irish time, this
can be close to a week). It’s best to look these up on line, but it’s
possible to go to a traditional music festival almost every weekend
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of the year if that is your inclination. Many of these will feature
lessons or master classes on your instrument of choice, and Feakle
Festival, running from Aug 8th through to 13th Aug has a good
reputation with some great East Clare musicians featured in both
concerts and classes, Mary MacNamara being one of the mainstays.
Chris Droney and his family, from North Clare, are appearing in
concert - Chris is now 94 and playing as well as ever, and his music
lives on with his family playing. Tony O’Connell and Cormac Begley
are also tutoring and performing in concert.
http://www.feaklefestival.ie/

If you were interested in the Noel Hill interview from a couple of
editions ago, you might like to watch the film Aisling Ghear that was
made about his harrowing experience of living in Conemara, and the
effects of the assault on him and his family. It is available on the
TG4 player, much of it is in Irish but English sub titles are available.
TG4 has some great Irish music programmes, including Geantrai
and Hup – the latter showcases various festivals around the country
and can be a good insight into the nature of the festival and its
environs, if you are looking for a nice one to attend.

The Irish Fleadh season culminates in the All Ireland competitions,
this year held on the east coast in Drogheda http://fleadhcheoil.ie/
between August 12th to the 19th, the culmination of all the county
and regional fleadhs. As well as the multitude of competitions, there
is a large list of concerts and other events to keep the casual visitor
entertained.

Willie’s week traditionally features lots of CD launches, so it might
be worth just looking at a few that are already available before the
next wave hits….. Liam O’Brien is from a great musical family in
Miltown, and his CD “The Lane” features assistance from his mother
(whistle) and sisters (various instruments). He was last year’s
Gradam Ceoil winner of the young musician award and he presents
a really nice selection of tunes (and a song, which sits rather
strangely in there), played very traditionally. Some of the
ornamentation feels a little over emphasised, but it is a good listen.

Limerick’s Tony O’Connell’s CD “Live and Well” is his fourth CD but
the first “solo” offering. Previous releases with Andy Morrow (fiddle),
then Ben Lennon (fiddle), and Éamonn O’Riordan (flute) have all
been enjoyable, and his latest has assistance on some tracks with
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the great Donegal fiddle player, Brid Harper. For me, it’s the least
enjoyable of the three CD’s mentioned – I found myself listening out
for the over-elaborate ornamentation rather than enjoying the tune.
Having said that, the tunes are an interesting selection and he
certainly has fast fingers….

Brenda Castles from Co Meath released her first CD last year, titled
“Indeedin You Needn’t Bother”. There is a different regional accent
to the playing and it’s a nice change to hear tunes from the eastern
side of the country. She credits Mícheál Ó Raghallaigh as an early
influence and teacher, and that comes through in her playing. <>

Comment on an article in www.concertinajournal.com
30 April 2018 by Allan Atlas with the title:
“The English Concertina and finger 4: Four Victorian views”
by Göran Rahm

Introduction
In an ambitious and substantial essay Allan Atlas presents a historic
survey of quotations from method books by Alsepti, Blagrove, Case,
Regondi, Sedgwick, Warren and some others. He also adds some of
his own interpretations of experienced problems looking at fingering
examples from the tutor books by these authors. Upon this
foundation he describes the said “Four Victorian views”  illustrating
the approach to the use, or not-use, of the 4th finger in active
keyboard work with the English system. In short the “views” are as
follows:

1) employing the 4th finger anywhere whenever suitable
2) using each finger 1-4 strictly on rows 1-4 respectively
3) skepticism or ambivalence regarding use of the 4th finger
4) never using the 4th finger for keyboard work, but only for
gripping the finger plate or resting at it

1) exemplified by Regondi, Blagrove, Sedgwick and Warren  (early),
2) by Warren (later) and Alsepti
3) by Case and
4) by Cocks, Minasi and Prussak
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Summary of the article

After some discussion Allan Atlas summarizes that you can only
notice what the method books said but not why they did so and
thus the essay ends: “I have no answers”.

This I think is the conclusion not only of the article but the whole
historic situation. Several playing and tuition methods have been
presented and practised but none of the authors has put forward
either an analysis of the conditions or some motivation for choosing
a particular method.

A different approach to the matter

One possible reason that the method books offer such poor
information may be that the authors have had the intention firstly
to mediate ability to produce notes by the instrument.  This is a
reasonable object for a tutor book and you mostly find the same
limitations for instance in piano tutors. More sophisticated
musicmaking, like tone forming and articulation can hardly be
taught in theory. It is like learning to whistle from written
instructions. Nevertheless some attempt to motivate the sometimes
rather dogmatic directions would have been desirable. Lacking this
let us try ourselves.

Instead of staring at the numerous suggestions for fingering
alternatives (something that ought to be determined by individual
trials, not least since anatomy differs ) you may widen the views if
looking at the concertina concept at large considering all factors
involved handling the instrument. This may be based on what we
find in the science of ergonomics. The modern attitude in this field
has developed mainly after the 1950s. During the Victorian era and
up till then the common outlook was focused on learning how to
“master” a tool or instrument as it is. An aim you may express as
“fitting the man to the task”. The attitude today on the other hand
is directly the opposite: “fitting the task to the man”, and with this
ambition knowledge in fields like anatomy, physiology, mechanics
may be employed in the pedagogic process.

The only Victorian document I have found dealing with the 4th finger
issue in that respect is the patent paper by William Wheatstone
1861 (British patent office 2289).  This includes several
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modifications but the significant ones here are described as follows:
“the thumb strap is placed more outward from the performer... the
fingerplate is dispensed with... and a rest for the wrist or ball of the
palm of the hand is provided. By these appliances the cramping
effect of the ordinary manner of holding concertinas, upon the
fingers and muscles of the hand is obviated, a facile command over
the bellows is obtained, and the still more important advantages
are gained of having 3rd and 4th fingers of each hand completely
free to operate upon the studs, and of being able to employ all the
fingers in the performance of music in a more natural and less
disagree-able manner than at present, and it will also be apparent
that each finger of the performer will have its appropriate line of
notes to operate upon, and not as at present, when two fingers only
are entirely free, be compelled to shift from one line to the other”.

Expanding the views further

By this declaration William Wheatstone reveals that he had
scrutinized the playing conditions and found that the original design
presented in the 1844 patent by Charles Wheatstone is not ideal in
some respects.  When you hold the instrument with the thumb and
4th (and 3rd) fingers at the fingerplate a cramped muscular load
and static position of the hand will limit the work at the buttons.
The eccentric location of the thumbstrap and fingerplate will cause
instability which has to be compensated by gripping harder. Using
just 1st and 2nd fingers at the keyboard causes unacceptable
limitation of the capacity for music making.

These insightful ideas obviously did not influence production
however, maybe since William Wheatstone died 1862 and only a
probable prototype according to the patent is known to exist.

You may keep in mind that these inborn conflicts with the
concertina concept likely contribute to the contradictory views upon
the use of the 4th finger. Handling any concertina you have to
execute heavy work carrying it and pumping the bellows
simultaneously as you need to perform precision work fingering at
the keyboard and to articulate the tone by delicate control of the
bellows. The activities with the bellows call for as stable a
connection between player and instrument as possible. The
keyboard work on the contrary demands as flexible a connection as
possible or ideally a “flying hand”. Obviously any combination is a
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compromise and the duties for the 4th finger are crucial in any
attempt to form a “method” of performance with the concertina.
In this process the design of the handle also is an essential and
deciding factor. In principle there is no difference in the actual
demands you put on the handle for the anglo, duet or english
systems. The handle itself thus may be the same for all systems
and the particular idea of thumbstrap combined with finger rest for
the english system may be regarded as a consequence of accidental
tradition only. To the same extent that the 4th finger is used for
button work with anglos and duets it may of course be used with
englishes just as well.

One additional “view” may be added to the earlier four:  if playing
in keys with many accidentals the rows 1 and 4 come in use so
frequently that practising the system with fingers 1-4 directly on
rows 1-4 increases efficiency – also by facilitating fingering of the
enharmonic alternatives.

Capacities of the 4th finger

As Allan Atlas noticed when comparing the button fingering
alternatives the practical need for using the 4th finger rather seldom
seems absolute so why bother about bringing it into action unless
insisting on performing pieces according to the demands by
Regondi, Blagrove or the like?

An important factor however has not been mentioned yet: the
tendons of 2nd, 3rd and 4th fingers are linked together by connective
tissue streaks and they cannot move entirely independent of each
other. Thus, if the 4th finger is kept still at the finger rest the
movability of the 3rd in particular but also the 2nd is impaired. You
don't even have to “grip” with the 4th finger, just touching the
endplate is enough to cause this obstruction. The conclusion ought
to be self-evident: it does not matter if the 4th finger is used for
button-work or not – for maximal efficiency of fingering it has to be
in the air. If not hitting buttons just passively following movements
by the other fingers! This very strongly speaks against using the
fingerplate at all and this ought to be dispensed with as being an
unfortunate historic mistake.  But – this demands some
compensation for the reduced stability since three contact points
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are necessary to create a stable connection. Here the palm/wrist
support comes in as suggested by William Wheatstone (and
developed further by the author). To improve stability even more a
wrist strap may be added.

Conclusions

The 4th finger dilemma is not firstly a matter of fingering solutions
and the investigation by Allan Atlas confirms that historic method
presentations are ambiguous concerning the possible advantages
using the 4th finger for active keyboard work with the english
system.

The most consistent answer regarding the use of the 4th finger is
that the anatomic circumstances strongly speak for having it “in the
air” like the other fingers, at least if these are involved in some fast
action. It is better not resting at the fingerplate and absolutely not
gripping it by force.

Whether the 4th finger is involved in hitting buttons or not is of
secondary importance, it may move along passively with the other
fingers not to restrict their movements. If playing slow music
however this standpoint becomes more relative. It has to be
stressed though that some modifications of the handle (a steadier
thumb strap, a wrist support, and ideally an anatomically cut wrist
strap) are recommendable if the “four-finger-methods” are to be
practised comfortably.
Göran Rahm Uppsala Sweden       g.r@live.se
<>

Can anyone help Sue Swift from London find Anne Baines?

I am trying to get in touch with someone called Anne Baines. I know
that she used to play concertina and was in Newcastle for a while
some years ago. I wondered whether she might be a member of the
ICA which would enable me to contact her.

Many thanks from

Sue Swift

Full contact details via editorCW@concertina.org
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A reply to the article by Pauline de Snoo in CW 473: "Are
physical problems like tenosynovitis unavoidable when playing the
English concertina?"

By Göran Rahm

A short answer may be "almost so". Why? Firstly, instrumental
music-making is generally connected with a high incidence of
physical complaints related either to static load or repetitive stress
and secondly, contrary to common belief, concertinas themselves
are not particularly "user-friendly".

I tried earlier to present a systematic survey on that topic in the
series of 14 articles on "Concertina ergonomics" which appeared in
Concertina World during 438 to 455.

This reply does deal with the kind of physical problems that Pauline
de Snoo reported that she had come across herself but I do not
comment on the individual complaints since it is very hazardous
judging medical matters at a distance. Instead I give a general
outlook on some issues related to stress of the thumb when playing
the English concertina.

Historic methods for holding the instrument

In its basic form according to the 1844 Wheatstone patent the
English concertina was said being "held by placing the thumb in the
loop (the thumb strap) and the 3rd and 4th fingers against the
finger-plate leaving the 1st and 2nd fingers to act on the finger
stops".

This probably turned out to be musically restricting however since
many of the  prominent early performers like Regondi, Case,
Blagrove, Sedgwick, prescribed in their tutors that such a grip
should not be practised but the fourth finger should only be placed
"lightly"  at the finger plate. Regondi and Alsepti later on spoke
strongly against using finger plates at all, saying that all four
fingers should be active on the keyboard and the instrument should
be held by the thumbs only.

William Wheatstone in a patent paper 1861 suggested a relocation
of the keyboard and thumbstrap towards the top of the endplate:
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"The finger plates are also dispensed with and the 3rd and 4th
fingers of each hand not being required to assist in supporting the
instrument can be employed in operating on the studs or keys"
adding this motivation for the changes:
"enables the performer to act... in a manner less cramped and
restricted than at present".

During the same period the idea of hanging the instrument up in a
neck strap was introduced in order to relieve the weight and to
compensate poor stability.

Later on however it seems as if practising this "four-finger method"
attracted fewer than the "three-finger method". The latter meaning
either "resting" the little finger lightly at the plate for balance, or
actually "gripping" with it. The addition of the optional wrist-strap to
some part may have facilitated holding the instrument particularly
playing standing. It is obvious from discussions in various  forums
that there is much confusion concerning the ideal way of handling
the instrument and  reports on troubles from pain and strain are
not uncommon.

Comments on the methods for holding the instrument

It is obvious that the traditional design of the fingerplate was
guided entirely by the idea of gripping the instrument by
cooperation from 3rd and 4th fingers. This may offer fairly good
stability, but flexibility to reach the distant keyboard range is poor
due to the static situation.

The "three-finger-method" works as a compromise but its major
"flaws" are that the traditional finger-plate is not designed for the
resting/gripping by the little finger only, and that the little finger by
itself is too weak for the task.

In principle there must be three contact points for stability. Some
contact between wrist and endplate must be present in addition to
the contact by the thumb and little finger to get a stable
connection.
On the push stroke this may come fairly easily but the hand
position is not ideal as the wrist is hyper-extended and fingering
inefficient. On the pull stroke however the palm looses contact with
the end plate and stability is lost. A wrist strap may compensate a
little but the hand position will not be ideal unless the wrist is
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elevated 1540 mm above the endplate surface by some kind of
support.
The patent of 1861 by William Wheatstone shows a kind of platform
or support of this kind but not high enough.

The "four-finger-method" of course means that you have to rely for
the greatest part on the thumb connection with the instrument but
even if an extra stable thumbstrap is used the stability inevitably is
so bad that the control of bellows-work is impaired. The four-finger-
method in the traditional manner means that an excellent flexibility
for fingering is achieved at the cost of poor stability for "bellowsing"
which also means reduced tonal control and articulation capacity.

Adding the traditional wrist strap means better stability on the pull
stroke, just as when using it with the three-finger-method. A neck
strap used with the instrument in a low position certainly may
relieve the load carrying the instrument but has hardly any
influence on the stability.

The above describes unsolvable conflicts with concertinas. You
always have to choose what you prefer: stability to produce fewer
but nicer tones, OR flexibility to produce more but uglier tones.
With stability you get better control of bellows and articulation.
With flexibility you reach more notes from the keyboard range.
It is impossible to achieve ideal conditions for both these purposes
and that is the likely cause of the contradictory opinions on the
various playing methods that have been expressed during all
concertina history and still are today.

This also means that when physical complaints appear in relation to
concertina playing it is of crucial importance to find out which
individual habits and musical intents are present in order to get a
reasonable compromise. From the general point of view there are
some important construction and design factors that may be
improved in order to facilitate playing and prevent discomfort and
injuries.

Health aspects on methods for holding the instrument

I mentioned above that the main problems are related to static load
and repetitive movements. In both cases the easy complaint is pain
which may cease shortly after the stress is discontinued. In the
severe form there is a progress of inflammatory reactions of
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muscles and their attachments, tendons and their sheaths, and also
joints, particularly if these have become vulnerable from ageing,
arthrosis, trauma or disease.
Let us have a look at the described alternatives of holding the
instrument from an ergonomic point of view.

1. The early "two-finger method" gripping the finger-plate
This means static work for thumbs and 3rd and 4th fingers leaving
1st and 2nd fingers for dynamic work on buttons. The hand is doing
all the job, including carrying the box. The static grip is used both
to stabilize the instrument and to deal with pumping the bellows
which obstructs the precision of "fingering" work by 1st and 2nd
fingers. The method is musically inefficient except for rather limited
tunes in keys with few accidentals on rows 2 and 3.

The said grip resembles much of the everyday work carried out by
the hand and this also means that we are rather well prepared for
this type of load so maybe it is fairly harmless after all if pain from
fatigue interrupts the playing before any severe damage is done.

2. The "three-finger-method"
a) If the instrument is "gripped" as above but only with the fourth
finger you expect even more problems from the cramped situation
because the load on thumb and fourth finger becomes greater
lacking the assistance from the 3rd finger.
b) If the fourth finger is just lightly touching the finger plate the
load for the thumb gets even greater and with no "grip" involved
stress increases on the thumb extensor muscles, a disadvantage
that gets even greater using:

3. The "four-finger-method"
Here all work necessary to stabilize the instrument is carried out by
the thumbs unless the instrument rests on the knees or is hung up
by a neckstrap (or shoulder strap rather, see below).

If the instrument is hung up on the thumbs we do expect trouble
from static load or repetitive stress on the thumb extensor muscles
and their tendons since the particular load from holding the English
concertina is not like any everyday work and we are not prepared
for this stress.  By systematic exercise you may increase the
strength but you can hardly expect to become able to carry the
weight of 1000-1500 gram of a common treble for a longer time by
using the thumb extensors only for this static load.
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Ergonomic measures to deal with the disadvantages

How can overuse problems in this situation be prevented?

If playing standing and the thumbstraps are tight enough the
instrument may hang passively in the thumbs in a low position
(almost stretched arms or an elbow angle ca 120 degrees). A wrist
strap may help to some extent but it works ideally only in
combination with a wrist support correcting also the hand position
to avoid extension of the wrist.

If playing seated the instrument simply rests on the knees.

Either standing or seated the instrument may be hung up in some
suspension like a neck strap or shoulder strap. The latter definitely
is recommendable since the neck already is the most vulnerable
part of the body concerning muscular tension and related problems.

This applies to static conditions. Repetitive stress is more complex
and difficult to quantify. It is a natural part of any musical
instrument practice. In principle the method to prevent harmful
reactions is systematic progressive exercise combined with
systematic relaxation as in any modern fitness or sports activities.
One obvious particular risk with musical work compared to much
other work is that musical activity often is so joyful that the practice
very easily gets somewhat excessive and health aspects are
overlooked until too much harm has already been done and options
for healing are no longer present.  This is a reason for scepticism
when any musician says things like: "I have done it this way for
years, it must be right, since I have no problems with it" (yet... one
may add...).

In consequence of this I find it hard to accept the conclusion that
"A little bit of patience and practice and no adjustments to the
concertina. That is all that is required".

On the contrary! There is so much experience available from the
science of ergonomics that a fruitful approach is rather to use all
possible know-how fitting the task to the man.

This means health-promoting methods of work before discomfort or
injuries have become apparent and it also means that it is always of
greatest importance to adapt or reform the tools we use to suit the
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user and the task as well as possible. The concertina like all
squeezeboxes is a mechanical instrument and the design is not
dependent to any major extent on musical/acoustical demands. We
are free to form it according to the desire of the user and due to
this it is crucial that the player fully understands what possibilities
are available to optimize both the musical capacities and the
technical, anatomical, physiological facts that determine the
ergonomic conditions.

An argument which is often heard is that: "The concertina has been
the same for almost 200 years - this proves that its design was
perfect from the start".

This is a quite unjustified attitude which so easily may counteract
any kind of progress in any field of activity. The true cause of such
statements is conservatism, often quite understandable concerning
musical instruments, since the learning process may be strenuous
and time consuming and the susceptibility for any change of habits
thus is low.

I suggest looking back to the earlier articles in Concertina World
438-455 with several illustrations and mail contacts are warmly
welcome.

Göran Rahm
Uppsala
Sweden
g.r@live.se   <>
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2018 Annual General Meeting Event
PAUL McCANN

This year’s ICA AGM took place on May 5th at Ruishton, home of the
West Country Concertina Players (WCCP).  The weather was glorious
even though it was a holiday weekend in the UK, when usually we
expect rain! The day started with an excellent workshop from John
Dipper, attended by about 20 ICA and WCCP members.  We
examined a tune called “Mrs Chambers”, with emphasis on note
shaping, dynamics and phrasing.  It was a very enjoyable session.
That tune is still buzzing around my head!

After a break for lunch we moved on to the “official business” part of
the day, the AGM.  At this stage there were 16 members present,
which was a bit disappointing, but may be partly down to the
holiday weekend and the beautiful weather.  Who wants to be in a
meeting when the sun’s out? Paul Walker chaired the meeting.
There was stimulating discussion, as ever, and we elected
committee members for the next year. Roger Gawley will issue the
formal meeting minutes separately from this report.  After the
meeting there was free time to chat, play or just enjoy the
sunshine.

In the evening, a “select” group of about 20 attended a concert of
concertina music opened by “The Offcuts”, a subset of the well-
known J25 Band, under the able and enthusiastic direction of Claire
Wren.  The 7-piece ensemble played a variety of music from
“Fascinating Rhythm” to “The Black Velvet (Concertina) Band”!
Then we had a half-hour set from John Dipper, playing not only
concertina, but also a lovely 14-string viola d’amore, which gave the
tunes a unique sound with its extended harmonic range and
sympathetic ringing strings.

After a short interval, some of our committee members
demonstrated that they can perform too!  Roger Gawley gave us a
rendition of Les Barker’s “Arnold”, including a proper C-sharp-
diminished! This was followed by “Paul and Paul” (Walker and
McCann) playing together two English minuets (a rare form in
English music) and a spirited rendition of Paul M’s “Victoria Parade”
for which Paul W had created a lovely baritone part.
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Next, Jeremy Hague and Tracy Tye demonstrated some of the music
being shared via the “Joining The Dots” initiative which Jeremy had
initiated. JTD is a sort of virtual concertina group connected only by
a closed Facebook page. Who says concertina playing is old-
fashioned?  The concert was completed by another excellent set
from John Dipper, accompanied by amusing anecdotes and
explanations of the music. And to play us out, everyone took part in
another go at “Mrs Chambers” and also “The Harry Enfield Waltz”.

It was all a most enjoyable day, and those of you who didn’t make it
don’t know what you missed!  Perhaps the sunshine made up for it!

Thanks go to everyone involved in organising the event and helping
on the day. <>

John Dipper                                                             Roger Gawley

                                    Tracy Tye and Jeremy Hague

                                                                                           “The Offcuts”
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HELP REQUIRED!     Honorary AUDITOR!   HELP REQUIRED!

The ICA needs your help!  John Wild, who has been our auditor for
the past 8 years, has “handed in his notice”, as he would like to
retire from the role!  He has agreed to do one more audit, of the
2018 Accounts, which is due to be completed in the first quarter of
2019.  Therefore we need a new auditor to whom John can hand
over the process during the 2018 Audit, so that the new person will
do the audit of the 2019 Accounts on their own in early 2020.  We
want to get someone lined up now so that they can work with John
and the handover can be carried out smoothly.

Who is the Auditor, and what do they do?
The Auditor is appointed or elected by the membership each year.
Technically, he or she reports to the membership, not to the
committee, and the Auditor’s job is simply to check the accounts to
make sure that they have been properly prepared, that they reflect
correctly the financial results for the year, and that the bank
balances etc shown at the year-end do actually exist!  The auditor is
not a committee member, but needs to work with the Treasurer to
resolve any issues that may arise during the audit, for example if
there are discrepancies, or if backup documents are missing.

Do I need to be an accountant?

No! As we are a small association, and not a limited company, there
is no legal requirement to have our accounts audited by a qualified
accountant.  Anyone who is able to compare the numbers in the
accounts to the numbers in the backup documents can carry out the
function. It probably helps if you are a reasonably well-organised
person, and a basic understanding of the ICA’s financial reports as
published in this magazine would be an advantage.

What’s the process and what help can I get?

The Treasurer will provide the Annual Accounts book for audit in
January of the next year. So the 2018 Accounts Book will be
completed in January 2019. The Auditor then reviews the following
main areas: 1) that the subscription income is complete and
consistent with the membership records maintained by the
Membership Secretary and with bank statements etc; 2) that all
expenses have been authorised and recorded correctly and that
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there is backup for all but the smallest items of expenditure; and 3)
that the amounts shown in the accounts for other income and
expense items are reflected in the backup. Any errors, discrepancies
or shortages are taken up with the Treasurer, who should resolve
the issues raised before publishing the accounts.  If there is
disagreement, then any dispute would be raised to the committee.
This is an extremely rare occurrence.

Where do I apply?

Please contact our treasurer Paul McCann or any committee member
via the contact details inside the front cover of Concertina World, or
email John Wild directly at johnwild@blueyonder.co.uk .

<>

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the
International Concertina Association held on 2018
May 5 in Ruishton Village Hall, Cheats Road,
Ruishton, Taunton TA3 5JD

Roger Gawley and Jeremy Hague

0. The meeting opened with a one-minute silence for ICA member
John Beckett who had died since the last AGM and three players
who were not ICA members but good friends of the concertina:
Peter Nimmins, David Leese and Rollo Woods.

1. Apologies for absence: Geoff Crabb, Helen and Phil Graham,
Jon McNamara, Michel van der Meiren, Richard Mellish, Gill Noppen-
Spacie, Mike Noppen, Pauline de Snoo, Mike Wild, Colin Whyles.

2. Present, 16 members: Mick Bramich, Arthur Brine, Linda Dry,
Roger Gawley, Sally George, Anne Gregson, Jeremy Hague, Graham
Heffernan, Martin Henshaw, Peter Jones, Paul McCann, Kate Stokes,
Chris Timson, Tracy Tye, Paul Walker, Claire Wren.

The meeting was declared quorate.

3. President’s Address
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The President, Alistair Anderson, sent this brief message, “I hope
the AGM goes well and you have a useful day. Keep up the good
work and most important keep playing music. Best wishes
Alistair”.

4. Chairman’s Address

Paul Walker welcomed members to the AGM and thanked the
Committee members for their work this year.

Paul said that the AGM is all about the committee getting to know
what the members think and what they want for the future.

The past twelve months have been a mixture of success and
frustrations.

We have had a breakthrough of sorts with the Sound Archive and
we now have some really good recordings of concertina players of
the past that have been changed from WAVs to MP3s and cleaned
up. Colin Whyles has done sterling work on this. We were afraid that
many existing recordings would have been damaged by time and
that has not proved to be the case so far.

Following a suggestion by John Kirkpatrick at last year’s AGM,
Jeremy Hague decided that even better than having a lot of music in
the library would be for it to be played. He has formed a group,
called “Joining The Dots”, who get a monthly dose of music with
multiple notes similar to the material that was played in the early
days of the ICA when it was a London club.

A new idea, from Pauline is some grading exams for concertina. We
are assessing demand for it at the moment.

We try to be honest with you: some of our things are successful,
some are frustrated. We have had an idea for a while that
Concertina World should be issued as a PDF alongside the hard copy
magazine and the committee is split on this and we find it difficult at
the moment to make progress and so it would be interesting to find
out your ideas on that subject so we can input that into committee
discussions.

We may be in danger of becoming the International English
Concertina Association. We do not hear very much about Anglos
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although there are many of them out there particularly in Ireland.
We have got a member, Bill Crosland, who visits the Emerald Isle
frequently and reports on events there.

Martin Henshaw has been in contact with The Traditional Boer Music
Club of South Africa. We had agreed to exchange newsletters. The
South Africans advise that their postal service is unreliable and
request a PDF copy of the newsletter by email. This has become
mixed up with the ICA response to the General Data Protection
Regulation.

GDPR is a European Union Regulation and now the UK Data
Protection Act 2018. This affects the way in which member’s
personal information can be handled. The implications for the ICA
are not large but we need to do things properly.

One thing that has happened is that Martin has spoken to the
printers who are happy to delete the spreadsheet that he sends
them after they have mailed Concertina World. They do not do this
at the moment: it is backed up onto an external hard drive.

3. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 2017 April
22 at Wesley Methodist Church, Brierley Hill

Published in Concertina World 470. Copies were also available at the
AGM. The minutes were accepted as an accurate record.

4. Matters arising from those minutes

Concertina Nova

Bruce Thompson’s Concertina Nova project is now on a back burner.
It is currently unclear how it will end up. The aim is to produce a
mass-market instrument. The ICA has a watching brief. Something
we might help with is the chance for competent players to try
prototype models.

ICA Sponsorship

Folkworks: The ICA had contributed £500 to fund Alex Wade as
concertina tutor at the Folkworks Durham Youth Summer School in
2017. One person had signed up to take concertina as a main
instrument. She was not the only concertina player at the youth
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school. Alex also ran a number of “give it a go” sessions using the
Folkworks concertina pool. The result was that Folkworks are
offering concertina as a main instrument at the Youth Summer
School this year without financial support from ICA. All young
players should be encouraged to attend. Grownups will want to go
to the parallel adult summer school where Alistair Anderson will be
the concertina tutor.

Support for WCCP at Sidmouth:  Members from the WCCP reported
how match funding had been used to pump-prime concertina drop-
in sessions at the Sidmouth Folk Week.

Paul Walker asked what sort of people had come to the Sidmouth
drop-in. Claire Wren replied that they were a mixture of folkies, and
people simply interested. People had tried English, Anglo and Duet
concertinas. This investment had now become locally self-financing.

ICA newsletter archive: A number of members have asked for back-
issues of Concertina World and the former ICA newsletter. Ideally
these would be available from the ICA website. Jeremy noted that
we currently have electronic copies of newsletters up until 1995.
Unfortunately, the electronic archive has not been updated with
newsletters from the last 23 years, which is about a third of the
time the ICA has been in existence. This should be remedied.

5. Officers' reports

Membership Secretary, Martin Henshaw

After several reminders, 47 members had not renewed. About the
same number of new members had joined.

Librarian, Jeremy Hague

The Library is always open to visitors and one member has visited
the library this year. Jeremy renewed his invitation to any member
to visit by appointment.

At the last AGM, John Kirkpatrick had commented on the sort of
music that had been played when he first joined the ICA. This had
inspired Jeremy to form a group called “Joining The Dots”. There are
people dotted around the country who enjoy playing the “old style”
of music, the kind of music that was originally published for the
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English concertina and the playing style that Jeremy heard from his
grandfather and father. Every month or so, music from the library
and a short introductory newsletter is sent by email to the twenty
members. This has inspired a couple of members to contribute new
arrangements to the library. The group also has a closed facebook
page, which enables members to share recordings, questions and
comments.

Anne Gregson asked whether music sent for publication
automatically went into the library. Jeremy said that it didn’t at the
moment but he would explore with Pauline de Snoo how music
contributed to Concertina World could also get added to the library.
The library would particularly welcome band music, which is
frequently asked for. Anne promised to email him.

Treasurer, Paul McCann

The accounts were published in Concertina World. In 2017 the total
revenue was around £6000, mainly subscription income but also a
small amount of donations and some publication royalties.
Expenditure was about £5500, most of it on the newsletter,
Concertina World and supplements as well as some expenditure on
grants and bursaries.

We expect this year to be broadly similar. No money committed to
bursaries or grants so far but some money set aside to progress the
archive. Colin Whyles is working on converting material from tape to
digital format which is more easily distributed.

We continue to cover our costs so there is no reason to change the
subscription.

6. Election of officers

The following were declared elected:

Newsletter Editor: Pauline de Snoo
Proposed  Paul McCann
Seconded Roger Gawley

Treasurer: Paul McCann
Proposed  Roger Gawley
Seconded Colin Whyles
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Webmaster: Michel van der Meiren
Proposed  Roger Gawley
Seconded Colin Whyles

Membership Secretary: Martin Henshaw
Proposed  Roger Gawley
Seconded Graham Heffernan

Librarian: Jeremy Hague
Proposed  Graham Heffernan
Seconded Colin Whyles

Secretary: Roger Gawley
Proposed Su Childs
Seconded Patrick Gilbert

7. Election of other committee members

The following were declared elected:

Gill Noppen-Spacie
Proposed  Helen Graham
Seconded Roger Gawley

Colin Whyles (special responsibility for sound archive)
Proposed Paul McCann
Seconded Roger Gawley

Tracy Tye
Proposed Martin Henshaw
Seconded Jeremy Hague

Graham Heffernan
Proposed  Roger Gawley
Seconded Colin Whyles

Paul Walker
Proposed  Roger Gawley
Seconded Colin Whyles

Jon McNamara
Proposed Martin Henshaw
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Seconded Roger Gawley

8. Election of auditor

Paul McCann reported that the current auditor, John Wild, who was
proposed by Mike Noppen and seconded by Graham Heffernan was
prepared to continue for one more year but wished to withdraw
from the post after that. If no offer from the meeting was
forthcoming, there would be an appeal in Concertina World. The
hope was for someone to act as understudy this year. Nobody put
themselves forward and John was declared elected.

9. Resolutions

Chris Timson proposed, seconded by Anne Gregson that the ICA
should ask members via Concertina World how many of them would
like to receive Concertina World by email as well as by post for a
trial period. As a note inside Concertina World is likely to be missed,
there should also be a brief alert to this question on the back cover.

Note that there is no question at this stage of printed copies being
withdrawn. Any email copy would be in addition to the printed copy.

After discussion, this was put to the meeting and carried.

10. Any other business

The Chairman invited views on what the ICA should be doing or
criticism of what we have done in the past.

Supporting regional groups

Claire Wren had an idea to bring regional groups together. She
suggested that the ICA should book a venue in, say Birmingham,
and invite regional groups to come and stay over a weekend and
show what they do. This might be a way to arrange a hands-on
event without the ICA having to do too much work. The meeting
registered this suggestion with reservations about whether there is
room in the marketplace for another concertina weekend.
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Graham Heffernan noted that the Yorkshire Concertina Club and the
North Eastern Concertina Players get together annually alternating
venue.

Jeremy also asked whether a young person’s weekend concertina
might could be considered. It was recognised that this might require
child protection measures to be implemented.

Linking membership in the USA

Chris Timson suggested the idea of creating more of an ICA
presence in North America  by utilising existing events such as the
North East Squeeze In or by creating an ICA esprit de corps in North
America.

Social Media.

A question was asked whether the ICA has a facebook page. It was
confirmed that we have. Paul Walker reminded us of a further page
“Friends who like International Concertina Association” which he had
created by accident.

Graham Heffernan reminded us that the greatest resource for
hearing concertina music is YouTube, although it lacks quality
control. He also noted that Yorkshire Concertina Club has a website.
There are reciprocal links with the ICA website.

WCCP have a facebook page which was quite a contentious issue.
Not everybody approves. It was the most successful thing they ever
did. Helps to make a dispersed group feel connected.

There was a general view that facebook was more visible than a
website. Tracy Tye highlighted that the West Midlands group had
gained five new members in one year through facebook sharing.

11. Vote of thanks and close

The meeting closed with a vote of thanks to WCCP for their
hospitality. <>

Note from the editor: Other reports of officers of the ICA were
published in CW 473, pages 44-46.
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Hilda Gibson 1930-2018

Andrew Stevens (22-Mar-2018)

Many of those reading this will remember Hilda, who died recently
at the age of 87.

She had shown great artistic promise at a young age and went to
the Slade School of Art where she met the love of her life, Hughie
Gibson. Neither family would agree to the match so they eloped to
Dartington and married there. In the late 1950s, they lived in a
caravan in Chertsey and Hilda was a glamorous model, sculptor,
artist and musician. They were members of the Thames Valley
Morris Men (Hughie became the Fool), and Hilda led the Pyrford Folk
Band. She was a regular camper with the Order of Woodcraft
Chivalry where she played and sang. She had a wide repertoire of
songs - many of an earthy nature!

Hilda's work was sought after making bronze models large and
small, and she designed the original nodding dog (seen in the back
windows of cars) and the first jiffy lemon.

They moved to Somerset in 1975, where Hilda was a care assistant
for 25 years at Sandhill Park Hospital, dearly loved by those in her
care.

As a musician she played Anglo and English concertina, as well as
accordion, and could switch easily from one to the other, and she
tutored the Anglo for WCCP. She had known Scan Tester well and
played in a similar style.

Some of you may remember the portative organ (see picture) made
out of pieces of wood from the beach which Hughie cut to shape
adding extra notes as the wood became available.

Members of Thames Valley Morris danced Shepherds' Hey at the
funeral, as they had done for Hughie in 2004.

We all have our memories of this wonderful, talented, joyous and
perhaps eccentric lady, who on camping weekends took her pet
cockerel in the back of the van rather than leave it at home. Hilda
never stopped singing, playing painting and sculpting to the end.
<>



Ceilidh Band Swaledale

Lunch Time Concert
Swaledale

Harry Scurfield
workshop



July and August 2018Irish concertina weekends
see pages 12 and 13 inside this magazine

21 - 23 September 2018
 Northeast Squeeze-In

Camp Chimney Corners, USA
https://www.squeeze-in.org/

   Weekend of 5 October 2018
Arran Concertina Event

Kilmory Haven, Kilmory, on the Isle of Arran.
arranconcertinaevent@gmail.com.

12 - 14 October  2018
Quantock Lodge

Residential Weekend
http://thewccp.org/programme

16 - 18 November 2018
WITNEY SUPERSQUEEZE

Concertinas, Melodeons and Accordions
Henry Box School, Witney

www.davetownsendmusic.com

24 -25 November 2018

Maidstone Music Festival
http://www.maidstonemusicfestival.org.uk/

The accordion, concertina, melodeon and harmonica
competitons will be on Saturday 24th 2018

www.concertina.org


